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A DIWCT-READING RADIO FR1QUNCY WATT!TR 

INTRODUCTLN 

In many applications at sdio frequencies, it would be de- 

sirable to have n direct re ding wattmoter b' means of which power 

could be measured without any knowledge of the velue of load ira 

pedance. Moat of the methods now available to measure radio fre 

quency pomer require that the load impedance be known. However, 

in many cases the load impedance may changeD thus making the cali- 

bration of the instrixnent incorrect. 

In this thesis, a study is made of the possibility of con- 

structing a direct readin' radio frequency wattmeter that will 

correctly indicate power regardless of the magnitude of load im- 

pedance. Use is macle of the fact that power delivered to a load 

over a transmission line can be obtained from the difference be- 

iwen the power contained in the incident traveling wave and the 

power contained in the reflected traveling wave. 

An experimentl model of a watthter constructed on this 

principle is described and an experimental analysis is made to 

demonstrate that power may be accurately determined by this method. 

The limitations and range of the instrument are discussed 

and suggestions are nade far improvements in future applications 

of this prinoiple. 



POYfl!R ,tÁST.W1'3 A RADIO $2QUTNCI1S 

In sixty cycie power sy8trns, the science of measuring power 

has reaohed a high ctate of develotnent. Portbls wattmetore are 

a'vailable to cover a wide range of conditions. These wattieters 

may be easily connected in almost any circuit with a miniiami effect 

on the circuit itself. One of the desirable features of watuetsrs 

available at power frequencies is the fact that the same instruìient 

nay be used with relatively low leading or lagj'ing power factor. 

Also, they aro direct reading instrurents and it is not necessary 

to know the value of load impedance to measure the power. 

Contrasted with power measurements at sixty cycles, the 

measurement of radio frequency powor is not in such a high state of 

development. In the available instruments, most of features listed 

above aro absent, At pront, for each specific cese a special 

type of circuit rust he used. Care must be taken that the measuring 

device does not influence the circuit ufider test. With moat radio 

frequency wattmetors the load impdanoe muet be known and the 

power then calculated. This means that if the load impedance varies 

for any reason, the exao manner of this variation must be known 

before the power may be measured Therefore, these instruments may 

not Lo considered as direct reading. The following is a discussion 

of a few of the methods now used to measure power at radio frei- 

quenoies. 

The Mmter Lethod-.Axnmeters are available that will correctly 
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indicate the value of radio frequency eurrent over a wide range 

of frequencies. These nstrumsnts are of the thermocouple t:,pe and 

respond to the root mean sqmre value of current. Jn anueter of 

this type may be used to rasure pouer if the series resistance 

component of the load impedance is b-iown. The power is then given 

by the familiar equations 

P (1) 

The inmeter scale is then calibr"tod in terms of power for a 

given value of resistance. 

The disadvantages of this method are apparent. Thc watt-meter 

may not be transferred from one circuit to another tiloss the series 

rosistenco component of the load is the seine in every caso. Also, 

the resistance of a particular load must not change or the oalibra 

tien of the einriotcr scale will not be correct. 

However, this method is simple and quite accurate provided 

t1-at the series resistance of the load does not change. For these 

reasons, it is used frequently in such appliostions as measuring 

the power delivered to an antenna ystom. Hero, the radiation rosis- 

tance of the antenna may measured h' means of an impedance bridge 

and this resistance will not change greatly. Periodic checks can 

be made and scale corrections applied when it is fowìd necessary. 

Voltmeter Lethod--Voltmeters cre also available to accurately mea- 

eure radio frequency voltoges. These instruments have a very high 

impedance so that they have a very small effect on the circuit 



under test. Vaouizi tube voltmeters aro the most commonly used for 

this apoliction, although electrostatic voltmeters may be used in 

some vases, 

If the voltage across the load is known, arid the parallel com- 

ponent of resistance can be determined, the power may be readily 

coloulatod from tho eqtions 

w2 
P rms (2) 

This method la very similar in nature to the ammeter method. 

However, this method is not used commercially to the same extent 

as the ammeter method. 

The Three Mnmeter Method.i..A method. has been described by J.L, Hollis 

(i, pp. l42l43), for measuring radio frequency power by means of 

three simultaneous ammeter readings. The way in which these am- 

ieters aro connected in the circuit is shown in Figure 1. 

In this cìrouit, A2 measures the current through the load 

snd A3, in series with a known capacitive reactance X0, determines 

the voltage across the load. The third ammeter is used in conjunc- 

tien with the other two to determine the phase angle of the load. 

The magnitude end phase angle of the load can be calculated from 

these three ammeter readingaG Therefore, the power may also be de- 

ternined, For greatest accuracy, X0 should have somewhere near the 

same magnitude as Z. 
This method has the advantege that the power may be measured 

without previously knowing the exact value of However9 it has 

two distinct disadvantages which limit its use as a general purpose 



FIGURE 1 

Three ananeter method for measuring R-F power and load 
impedance, 
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intruznmt. ?irt it ia not direct reading; that i, three simul- 

tanoou3 reading,u mußt be nade and the power then determined by oa].- 

culation or by graphict'l ßclution. The other disadvantage arises 

from the fact that for greatest aocwaoy X. 3hould be nearly equal 

to ZL. Therefore, the mctgnitude and phase an'le of the load imped- 

anac as seen from the generator is greatly altered. This may not be 

permis6ible in many applications. The method has been used, hovcver? 

and has proven qidte satisfactory on speoific applications. 

Other !ethoda--Other methods have been tri6d with varying degrois 

of suecess, 3evoral methods have been presentd using vaouum tube 

cir3uits (3, pp.937-938). One of these combines two s:uaro law 

vacutn tube voltmeters in sich a way as to give an indication pro- 

portional to the product of the current and voltege and the cosine 

cf the angle between thri. 

ifl the micro'ave region the usual procedure is to convert the 

microvava power into heat and then uso this heat to alter tho resis- 

tance cf sotie elenout euch as a thornistor. Then iy moans of bridge 

measurements the ohango in resistance is calibrated in terms of power. 

All of the methods dosoriod so far have definite limitations. 
The following is an investigation to determine if there is sorno 

different method of approach whereby an instrient could be developed 

which would more nearly approach the versatility of the wattineters 

omaployd at power system frequencies. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF TH PROBL2 

ener1 Corniderationa--In analyzing the problem of making measure 

ments of poer the buslo concept of power in an electric circuit 

should first be studied, Conldor the circuit of Figure 2. 

If in this cireuit the quantitice e and i represent the in- 

stantancous magnitudes of the voltage across the load and the cur- 

rent through the loads then the instantaneous noier developed in the 

load will be the product of the two, 

Ine4*nt&neous power * ei (3) 

However the quantity that ±S usually desired is the average 

po'er rather than the instantaneous power. The average power can 

be determined by integratinr' equation (3) over one complete cycle, 

and dividing by the period, That is 

T 
Average power .' _ ei dt (4) 

TO 
The oleotrodynamometer type wattmeter responds th the average 

value of the product of t-ho currents in the stationary oeil and 

the moving coil, 

Deflection = !. iSim dt (5) 

To 
In this equation k is a constant. Therefore, if the current 

in the stationary coil is proportional to the current in the load, 

and the current in the moving coil is proportional to the voltage 

across the load, the dcfleotien will be directly proportional to 

the average poer daliverd to thc load. This ha been done at 



Souroe 
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FIGURE 2 

Source of power connected to a load impedance, 2L 

L 



power frequenoi.e vhioh resulte in instruments that will accurate- 

ly- indicate power regardlese of aveshape or valuo of load iriped- 

ance 

If the current and voltage in equation (4) are both sinusoidal 

functions thon the eauation can be written 

paire 
1 (Isjnwt)L.sin(wt 0) d(wt) (6) 

2u U0 

vthore , and aro the maximum values of the functions, and C) is 

th phace angle between them. If this integral is evaluated, the 

expression for power becomes 

____ cos O (7) 

Sinos the voltage is the product of the current and the load 

impedance, the pover can also be obtained from the equations 

P Ij5Z ,os 0 (8) 

and 

COE C (9) 

These equations are representative of the smiiietQr method and 

the voltmeter method of meastn'in powor. 

In radio frequency power measurements, the dIfficulty arises 

from the fact that an instrument of the dynamomoter type that will 

operate at these frequencies cannot readIly he constructed. 
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!i 
nal-sis of the Power Tz'anferred over a. Tranßrai sion Line -s-Con- 

3idex th ca3o Of a high frequonay trnstnis8ion line with no power 

1065es in ih line itse1r uah as that chovm in Fipure 3 

With the 3yvibol defined a hown the inorenontal 'oltag 

drop across an e1ementry length of lines dx, will be 

dv IZ dx (io) 

The decrease in ourrent throuc'h the element of ionT'th will be 

di vy dx (ii) 

From these equations, the equations for voltapo and current 

at any point on the line m.y b determined as foliows 

(12) 

and 
vy (13) 

differentiating: 
2 

(14) 

dx2 
dx 

and 

- y 
dx 

dx 

Substituting the value of di from equation (13) into equation 

d2 
(16) 

dx2 

Similarly the seoud derivativ3 of current with respect to 

dtancEz becoiae: 

d21 
-s ¿yi (17) 

These equations are straightforward, linear, second order 



Is i dx L 
- 1 

I 

p 

V V 
.8 

-i--dx 'H x 

FiGURE 3 

The generid transmission line. 

VR 

li 

SY1'BOLS: V8 instantaneous sending end voltage. 
instantaneous sendn end current. 

y - instantaneòua voltage at any point, X. 

i = instantaneous current at x. 
= jnstqntanoou ourrent at receiving end. 

= instantaneous voltage at receiving end. 
a series impedance per unit length of line. 

y shunt admittance per wilt length of line. 
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differential equations with constant coefficients and the solutions 

are 

V A0Y + I3e (is) 

i AJZ e x4 
- 

s.xZ (19) 

In these equations the quantity is called the propaga- 

tion constant, and wth no 1osre in the transriiesion 1ine will 

be an imaginary quantity denoted b: the n'mol jP, The quantity 

Eis the charicteristie npedanco of the transmies±on line, and 
.vy 

will be resistive for a lossless line. The usu i syibo1 for this 

quantity is Z0. The oonstantc A and B my be evaluated from the 

Boundary condition30 \hen this is done, equations (1) and (19) 

becone 

Y + e 
- 

(20) 

i IVR + 1F: i i 0i'' (21) [QTJ 
The quantities on the right of equatIons (20) and (21) repro- 

meut traveiinr waves, one traveling in the positive x direction 

and one traveling in the nogativ x Cirection. The ooinbInatiorL of 

these two components will give the usual standinq wave on the 

transmission 1ìn The quantity in each of the brackets represents 

ftaiction varying sinusoidally ':ith time. 
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r i,z -i 
I slriwt (22) 
L2 2 jEtX) 

rVR 1RZol ., I L (\\ f 

L ' j r(niax) SiL\Wt + ,,) 

In thQ6e equations Vj(:) 1 thC ¡XÎríflZfl value of thG In-. 

c1dnt trave1in wave, i t}i mfXITi'Ltì value of tho travel- 

Ing avo that i& rofioctod from tho lod1 and 1) is the phase angle 

botven these two voltage wavej at the load. Tho nanitude and 

sinn of O are determined from the relationship betueen the character- 

istic impedance of the line and the load imedance. The quutìtios 
jX and represent ì phase shift of the sinusoide i quantities 

as a function of dietarios. Therefore, the components of currant 

and voltìge can be expressed in terms of sinusoidel functions as 

follows 

y sin t 5jßx y sin(wt + O) e"i' 
max r 

24 

V cin(wt + x) + V sin(wt - ,3x + i') 

i 'imax ein(wt x) in(wt - ,sx + n) (25) 
1O 

The8e equations cn also be stated in a different form by 

expressing the exponential quantities in equations (20) and (21) 

in tenus of hyperbolic funotion, 
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y - cosh jx + sinh j1ex (26) 

= 'R co3h j9x sinh jf3x (27) 

The rower dlivored to the load over the trensiasion line 

is equal to 

ViIR d 28 ava r 

if it is asstod that VR and 'R are sinusoidal quantities. The 

phase ang1 between VR ad 'R 

Hovever, from aquations (24) and (2e) different expresiori 

for rower can he obtained. 

= d(wt) (29) 

where from ecivation (24) and (25) 

ç) 2 

71 :m ain2(wt + x) sin2(wt x + C) 
.7 z 

o 

Therefore 
2 

2 
y \ ain(wt + ßx)d(wt) V 2(wt ßx + Q)d(wt) 

ava 2Z0 
(30) 

When these integrals are evaluated between the limits specified3 

the expression reduces to 

- Im 
Vi( mis) - V (31) 
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Equation (3:I) i the farn11ir oxpxeczlon vhih represrit 

the power de1îvred to the load s the differewe between the power 

containod in the incident traveling wave tind the power cont1ned 

in the roflooted traveling wave It ;vilI be noticed frori this equa- 

tic:i that if sortie method oou1c be fnund to rneìsure th magnitude of 

th.3 incident voltage ivave and the reflected volta-e wove, then the 

power could be determined ithout any further knowledge of the load 

impedance Of oouro, the magnitude and phase of the load impedance 

will determine the relationship between the incident voltage and the 

reflected voltage Further examination of the equation reveals that 

frequency does not enter into the relationship. 

It vill be reiembered that the chief difficulties of the prea 

eat methods of measurmn radio frequency po'aer arise from the fact 

that an exact knowledge of the value of load impedance is orten re 

quired. Therefore, if o wattmeter can be constructed that operates 

on the principle set forth in equation (31), it will represent a 

considerable itnproveincnt over present ¡nethod. This will be particu- 

larly true In the case of experimental studies shere the load imped- 

once may be variable. 

A DVIC FOR MASTJRIG POW BAfl ON TRiiNSISSION LINE ANALYSIS 

The first problem in measuring power by means of equation 

(31) is to find a means to meesure the Incident voltage and the re 

flocted voltage separotely. At first glance this may seem to be a 
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difficult tesk, since the voltage at any point on the line is a 

soiewhat oompiicsted function of both of these quantities 

However, there is a simple circuit available by mens of 

which voltage proportional to either of those quantities may be 

obtained. Consider tho circuit of Figure 4, (2, p l52O) 

This circuit represents a transmission line with oharaotcir 

istic impedance Z0, and terminated in a load impedsnoe ZL The 

quantities y and i represent the instantaneous m&itude of the 

voltge and current at the point Indicated, It is asstzned that 

the resistor, R, is physically small coîipared to the wave length 

of the supply voltge. Thora y and I can be expressed as in equa- 

tiors (24) and (25). 

v= V1 ain(wt +ßx) + Vrm sin(wt - ,Sx + o) (24) 

: sin(wt ,Sx) 7rm siii(wt /x + o) (25) 

Z0 Z0 

With assumed positive directions s shown, the unknown volt- 

age, V, can be expressed as the dilTerence between the voltage, R' 

acroßs the resistor, R, and the voltage, E , across the capacitor, 
1 

Cl. The voltage 
R 
will be equal to the current times the resis- 

tance. 

Rix [v sii(t +,x) Vr sin(wt + o)] (32) 
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FIGURE 4 
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Zr 

Circuit for xnea8uring reflected ooTnponent of voltage. 
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The voltage across the capacitors uiiI divide in proportion 

to the reactance s 

E0 y y 2 (33) 
X + X C1+C2 
Oj 02 

If the values of C1 and C2 aro chosen so that C1 is much 

larger than C2, equation (33) becomes: 

C2 y c2 

[ 
Vj sïn(wt + ßx) + Vrm sin(wt i3x + e)] 

C1 C1 
(34) 

The voltage, V, can now be obtained by subtracting equation 

(34) from equation (32) 

V ER - E0 (R C2) 
V sin(wt + ßx) - (R 

+ ) Vr sin(wtx+O) 
l m z0 C1 (35) 

or 

If tho values of R and 02 are chosen so that R is eq1 
C C z 

it is evident that equa4on (35) reduces tos 

Cl. 

VI (R + 02) Vr ain(iwt - x + o) 

z0 Ci 

V( 
) 

(R 
+ 

02) 
Vrc - (rius) (36) rius ol 

Thus, by means of this circuit, with the values of R, C1, 

and 02 chosen as stated above, a voltHge may be obtained that is 

proportional only to the refleoted component of the total voltage. 

The value of R should be small so as not to diripate any more 
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power than neeessry. A1o, tho combined roctane of C1 and C2 

ehould be 1fr so as not to drav any more crront than ecary. 

L voltae proportional to the incident ootponont of voltage 

riay also be obtained by plaoing th capacitors C1 and G9 on the 

other side of the resistor R a shown in Figuro 5 

Vith this oirouit, the ziìnown voltage, V, is equal to the 

si.n of the voltas drops across R and C1. Therefore, the voltage, 

V, can be obtoineci by adding equations (32) (34) 

V& + E01 - (!. .) Vim sin(t +x) 
z0 C1 

R C2 V in(wt -,x + _(_ -) r 

'0 Cj 
(37) 

Il' the values of R, C1, and C2 are chosen as before, equation 

(36) eomes 

V- 
+ 

C2) V sin(t +x) 
z0 c1 

or 

V - (R+C2) Vj 
(rm$) - (rzas) (i'rn) 

z0 c1 

The circuits of Figies 4 nd 5 may be combined so that 

and Vr may be rneazuro simultaneously. Hov this ry he done is 

demonstrated in Figure 6. 

In this circuit, the resistor, R, is common o both mev.suing 

oircuit This i11 not introduce error if the combinad reoctance 

of C1 and C2 is large compìrod to the load impedance. 
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FIGURE 5 

Ciroult for measLring inoiderit component of voltae 
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FIGURE 6 

Circuit for simultaneously measuring V1 arid Vr 

21 

ZL 
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From these to simultaneous readings the pow'r could be 

readily calculated. Ho'wever, it is the purpose of this study to 

deelop a ciireot-rcad.ng irnttmetr with no calculations required. 

To do this, i 'will be reessary to devise a ars to obthin the 

squares of the incident and reflected conponents of voltage 
and 

obtain a deflection on an instrtnt proportional to the difference 

of those squares. That dofkctin could then be calibrated direct- 

ly in terras of power. 

. 

qur Device--Since it is desired to obain readings propor 

tional to Vj2 and 'r2' a square 
law type of detector must he used. 

There are several types of vacuum tube circuits that could be used 

for this purpose, but these c4rcuits aro usually corplex and 
must 

have associated poner supplies to riake thera operative. fleference 

to Figuro G mill show that the detector will have to operato at 

3enti1y full Une voltage above ground. Therefore, the detector 

sho'.ild he of simple construction and physically srall to prevent 

excessive capacitive ourreut8 frost flowing through the detector 
to 

gro und. 

Probably the istplot ty-pe of square la'i dovice availiblo 

for this purpos is the vacu thermocouple. The thermocouple 

oonsisis of a heater element in close proxiraity ith a thermo- 

junction. ühen current is passed through the heater lszuent, a 

voltage is developed in the thermo-junction that will be propor 

tiona]. to the square of the effective value of current floing in 
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the hester elerient. If the therrnojunotion, or couple circuit, is 

closed throu an external circuit, the relationship between the 

heater current and the couple current can be expressed as follows: 

- Kl112 
(39) 

In this equation, I represents the couple circuit current, 

and represents the heater circuit currant. The couple current 

will be direct current, but the heater current my be either direct 

or alternating. 

Thermocouples are available for radio frequency use with heat- 

er elements that rertain essentially resistive over a wido rango of 

frequencies. Physicaly they are quite small, being not nuch larger 

than an ordinary thimble. Such a device as this lends itself very 

well to the present application. 

2. 
Complete Circuit--If thernocouples such as those described 

above are used as the detector elements in Figure 6, a miorosaeter 

connected to each one would indicate a direct current proportional 

to the square of the effective value of either V or V. The final 

step necessary to obtain a direct reading wattmeter is to obtain a 

deflection proportional to the difference between these two quanti 

ties. Since a direct voltae of definite polarity is developed in 

the couple circuit, this may be done rather easi1y. By connoting 

the couple circuits of the two thermocouples in series opposition 

and using a single microaiieter to indicate the resultant current, 

the required relationship is obtained. 
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1'rc1 
- K V12 (40) 

'TC2 
K V2 (41) 

I - i - x(v 2 y 2) - K' P (42) 
TC1 TC2 j r ave 

In order to connect the two couple circuits topether, it is 
necessary that the couple be electrically isolated frori the heater 

in each of the therraocouples. If this were not true, there uld 

be an undesired connection between the two independent measuring 

circuits. Thermocouples are available in which the heater and the 

couple are not physically connected and there is only one micro- 

microfarad of capacitance between them. 

Figure 7 represents the completed circuit for a direct read- 

nr) wattmeter based on the expression for power in equation (31). 

The circuit of Figure 7 has been drawn for the oese w1re 

the transmission line is a coaxial cable. The resistor, R, is then 

built into the center conductor. 

Theoretically, the circuit of Figure 7 should function proper- 

'y without any further modifications. However, it was found that 

due to certain praotiol considerations sorno additions had to be 

made. In the next section, the construction and opertion of an 

experimental model of this basic watthtoter ciroult will be describ- 

ed. 
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tivincr aiid - 

Outer sheath 

FIGURE 7 

The oomplete oirouit for a d1reot-readin wattneter. 

oro- 
arnrie te r 
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AN PRTh1NTAL RADIO FRQUJNCY WATTMTR 

ConstructionAn experimental wattmeter similar to that shown in 

Fipuro 7 was constructed to verify the theoretical discussion. The 

wsttmeter was constructed for uso with RG8U coaxial cable which 

has a characteristic impedance of fifty thre ohms. 

It was found that with the thermocouples connected directly 

in the circuit as shown in Figure 7, there was still excessive radio 

frequency current flowin through the hester of the thermocouple to 

ground through the capacitance to ground of the thermocouple. Phis 

caused an undesired deflection of the microamineter. 

To correct this, it was found necessary to first rüfy 

voltage to be measured by moans of a 1N34 crystal diode. The reoti- 

fied voltage was then applied to the thermocouple through a suitable 

filter G The heater of the thermocouple was shunted by a capacitor 

so that any current that flowed through the capacitance to ground 

of the thermocouple would not pass through the heater, The complote 

experimental circuit diagram is shown in Figure 8. 

It was mentioned before that there is only one micro-ciicrofarad 

of capacitance between the heater and the couple of the thermocouples 

used. xporimentally it was found that there is considerable more 

capacitance than this between the couple circuit and ground. There- 

fore, a considerable ortïon of the full line voltage appears bo 

tween the heater and the couple, The insulation between the heater 

and the couple is desirned to withstand approximately one hundred 
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volts, so there is dnger of a breakdown of the insulation unless 

something is done to reduce the voltage between the heater and the 

couple. This was accomplished by connecting a lsrge capacitor be- 

tween the heater and the couple as shown in Figure 8. In t final 

ciroui, the only purpose of having the heater and couple insulated 

from each other is to provide direct current isolation between the 

two measuring circuits. Radio freq'noy isolation is effectively 

provided by the radio frequency choko ooil in the filter circuits. 

The capacitors, C1, are variable air capacitors that may be 

adjusted to the exact value necessary to give the proper balance 

between the two circuits, 

The 1NM crystals should be selected to have as nearly idem- 

tied characteristics as possible. The same is true of the two 

thermoc ouple s. 

Figure 9 is a photograph of the final experimental model show- 

ing the details of the physical arrangement of the component parts. 

One of the Interesting and oritlaal features of this waeter 

is the co:istruotion of the one oh!n resistor that rumt be placed in 

the center conductor of the coaxial cable. In order for the circuit 

to perform properly, this resistor must be nearly pure resistance at 

the frequency of operation. Also, the resistor must be able to carry 

the full line current with no appreciable change in resistance. The 

construction of this resistor is show in Figure 10. 

Nine one quarter watt composition resistors wore mounted in a 
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cylindriesi eonfigurttion as hoswi in the Fip,uro0 To rneaste the 

voltage drop aoro8s the rosiatorD the leaa are brou,ht down the 

center of the oylinder and out the tniddle in a plar at right ang1ot 

to the direction of current flou. Thie method keeps the loop area 

of the measuring leeds at a minimui, and therefore the voltage in- 

duced in these leads will be very small. The resistor constructed 

in this manner has a resist&noc of 1.2 ohms and an inductive react- 

anos of 0.14 ohms at tio megacycles. 

It is absolutely necessary that the roectance of this resistor 

be of the order o one tenth or loss the magnitude of the resistance 

componenb. The reason for this can be sean if the circuit is analyz- 

ed, taking into account the reactance of' this resistor. Consider the 

circuit of Figure 11. 

In this circuit, the reactance of the resistor is assaed to be 

0.3 ohms at two megacycles. This circuit was analyzed first 'vith a 

load having a leading power factor, and then with a load of the sanie 

magnitude but with a lagging pouer factor. For the case shown, 

(Kv)2 was equa]. to 3,48 with the lagging power factor 

load, and only 1.92 vith the leading power factor load. The power 

delivered to the load u s 34 watts in both cases. If the reactance 

of the resistor were zero, (KV)2 - (JOTr)2 would be 2.73. 

Thus, the presence of the reaotanoe causes a phase error to be 

present in the calibration of the vati2aeter. This phase error will 

be a limiting factor in determining the useful frequenoy range of the 

wattmater, 
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Roferrin5r, again to Figure 9, it will be noticed that there are 

four terminals available to connect to the miorosinmeter. The output 

of each thirtaocouplo is brought out separately so that either V12 

or Vr2 may be measured independently if dsird. By doirtg this, the 

magnitude of the voltage standing wave ratio may be obtained from 

the equation 

V1 Vr 

V V 
i r 

(43) 

The terminals are so arranged that it lo only necessary to 

connect the wo inner terminals together and the tvo outer terminals 

to the mioroammeter to measure power. 

Calibratlon..-The wattmeter was calibrated by measuring the power 

delivered to a known load impedance. The voltage across the load 

impedance was measured by means of a vacuum tube voltmeter and the 

actual power delivered to the load was then calculated by means of 

equation (9). The deflection of the microammetar was recordad for 

different valuas of power and this deflection was then plotted as 

a function of the actual power. If all of the component parts 

used in the construction of the wattmetor were ide 1, thIs function 

would be a straight line, 

For th initial calibration attempt, the value of C2 was ad- 

justed by means of a radio frequency bridge to make 
e1 eqi*l to R 

It was later found necessary to readjust the value o82C1 slightly° 

to make the calibration hold true for a wide range of load impedances. 
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For the final calibration, load iTnpednaes were chosen with 

magnitudes both much largor and much smaller than the characteristic 

impedance. Also, load impedances 'with both leading and lagging 

power factors wera usad. The results of this calibration, together 

with the actrual values of load irpodrnoes use:, are shown graphically 

in Figurez 12 throuíth 21. 

An oxnthmtion of these calibration curves shows that- the scale 

doflootion is very nearly a 1inar function of the actual power for 

a wide rango of load impedances. On each one of the calibration 

curvos3 a dotted curve is also present which indicates the 
average 

calibration curve for the wattmeter. It will be noticed that most 

of the calibration ourveLl follow the average curve extrei'e1y closely 

over the region tested. Most of the deviation comes at the upPer 

end of the scalo. Some possible reasons for this doviation will be 

discussed in a later section, 

Response of Wattmoter With Modulation Present-The calibration 
of 

the wattrneter was obtained with a sinusoidal two megacycle source, 

It was also desired to determine the response of the watttor to 

waves of a complex nature. To do this, the two megacycle carrier 

was modulated with a sinusoidal audio signal, Vhen this is done, 

the output consists of the carrier plus the upper 
and lower side 

frequencies. The complote expression for the output voltage 'with 

modulation present is iven by equation (44). 
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3 * 
ø aiti v0t + rn 8Ifl(W0 + wm)t 

2 

E E0 sin(w0 - 'wm)t (44) 

2 

In this equation, is the frqieny of the modulating wave, 

and W, are the inagrithde and frequenoy of the oarrier, and in is 

the modulation factor. If the magnitude of the uninodu1tod oarrisr 

and ihc modulation factor aro known, the total power delivored to 

theload can be ealculated by superposition. If the modulating fre- 

quenoy is riái1 ooparod to th8 oarrier frequency, tho impedmnce of 

th3 load will be the saii for the three ooinponents of output voltage. 

P + ( m 
, )2 

+ ( -, )21 000O 
ave 

i - 0rms rms 
i 

1. 2 j L 

- ( + in2 ) ooaO (45) 

rias 
2 ZL 

The modulation factor, or poroentae of modulation, can readily 

be detormined by means of a aethode ray oscilloscope. 

The response of the 'attmeter to a modulated ways i presented 

graphically in Figures 22 and 23. Starting from some convenient 

inittal scalo deflection with no modulation present, the carrier 

was modulated progressively frciai zero to one hundred per cent. The 

actual power output vas calculated fron equation (45). Both the cal- 

culated and indicated uower were then plotted as n function of the 

por cent modulat±on. For the upper set of curvos on Firuros 22 and 

23, thu initial deflootion of the nioroamraoter was 100 microamperes. 



For the lower set of curvos9 the initial deflection was 80 micro- 

amperes. The modulation frequency for Figure 22 was four huidred 

cycios per second, while that for Figure 23 was four thousand oyoles 

per second. 

The results of this investigation indicated that power may be 

measured with reasonable ecouracy with the wattînetor when the carrier 

is modulated with an audio frequency signal. The error introduced 

is approximately five per cent of full scale with one hundred 
pey 

cent modulation. The error deoreaas as the modulation factor de- 

creases cnd is quite negligible below fifty per cent modulation. 

Limitations-From theoretical ccns±derations, the wattmeter des- 

cribed in the preceding sections should correctly Indicate power 

regardless of load impedance or frequency. However, in the actil 

inetrrrent, there are oertain factors that limit th useful operating 

range. 

CYno definIte source of error is introduced booause of the fact 

that the vaoutui thermocouples ere not exact square law devices. The 

actual relationship between the couple current arid the heater current 

is given by the equation 

I a KI 
o H 

(4 ¿3) 

uhere n Is a constant that ceri be determined from experimental data. 

For the thermocouples used in the experimental vattmoter, the value 

of n is 1.87 for one and 1,89 for the other. The nature of the error 
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produced by this deviation froì a true sq'1are lavi i revealed by 

Figure 24. In this figure, the quantity V1 VT2 is plotted as 

a fction of Vj2 - Vr2D qher and n2 are the oxponorits for the 

actual thermocouples used. The tandin vave ratio is the family 

parameter for this et of ourves It can be seen that the curves 

show a definite tendency to be ooncave downward, and this tendency 

becores moro pronounced as the standing wave ratio is increased, 

Ieferring to the calibration curves of Figures 12 through 21, it is 

evident that the actual wattmoter deflection follows this trend very 

definitely. 

The standing wave ratio nay be approximately determined by 

moans of the watietor by taking separate readings of (KV1)2 and 

(KVr)2 and substituting these quntitie in eqt.intion (43). If the 

magnitude and phase angle of the toaa impedance ar !niown, the 

standing wave ratio may be determined 'by first determining the re 

flection coefficient from the fclloing equation. 

zt -1 
K 'O 

z0 

(47) 

In this equation, ¡ le the reflection ooef'ioient and iii general 

will be a complex quantity, The standing wave ratio will thon be 

s - i +IK 
(48) 

i IKI 

The qntity(KIth this expression is the magiütude of the reflection 
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coefficient e 

The calibration curves indicate that power nay be racasured 

with accuracy if the standn, wave ratio has a rnaiitudo of about 

ix or lees. 

A liiìüt must b. pisced on the aximi power that can be mea- 

surad because of the current ratine of the thermocouples. The ziaxi- 

m allowable power will be different for diff3rent vals of load 

impedance because the relationship betvcn V and Vr will be dit- 

forent for each case. The limit will be reached when the current 

in the heater circuit of the thermocouple reacuring V reaches tho 

rated value. For the thermocouples used in the experimental model 

wattrnoter, the open circuit ooupl voltage is t6n millIvolts when 

rated heater current is floiving. By nans of the circuit shown in 

Figure 25 the maximizi allowable deflotIon of the înicroenneter can 

be deterninod as a frnotiori of the standing wave ratio. 

Thie circuit represente the microammeter circuit of the watt- 

meter including the two thermocouples in series wth the raicroem 

meter. From this circuit, the deflection of the nieroanrieter will 

be 

deflection * E1 

RT 

where: 
(T)2 

: 

'r)2 

lO6ua* Ejø2 
30.5 

cvi = 

r ?j23'2 

(49) 

The rnaxinia allowed deflection will occur ìion equals l()2 volts. 
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R..l0.5 ohms E1 E2 R-l0.5 D}WL5 

FIGURE 25 

Circuit for determining maxim.ti allowable deflection of 
the riloroammetor. 

SYMBOLS: open circuit couple 7oltage for 
incident reading thermocouple. 
open circuit couple voltage for 
rofleotion reading thermocouple. 

R0.. couple resistncc. 
R1.. meter resistuioe. 

2H0 + Hm 30.5 ohms 
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Therefore 

max.mta deflection io2 
2 

1O 
uaiups (50) 

( 

30.5 

The ;andinr wove ratio ean be sxpreíisad as 

svR Kv. + icy (51) 

KV KV 
L 

For the case of mximi. deflection this hecoe 

10._l + (52) 
r 

lO?_ KV, 

Solvin-r, 
this oxprc,ssion for XVr: 

- 101 S1R 
) 

(53) 

S7R + 1 

The value of (KV2,) from oqtion (53) cai be substituted in eqtion 

(30) for the maximzx allowable dofleoion, giving an expression for 

the maxiintn al1oablo deflaction az a function of the st.ndin rave 

ratio. 

Maximiin deflection 327 327 WR-1 
(microainps) 

1 
+ (54) 

Figure 26 6how5 the maximui allowable deflection a a foton 

of tha standing wave ratio in rphical form. The Xiflt scale 

reading for the microezteter uzsc is wo hundred mir.roampres. It 

can Le sen from this figure that for a standing wsve ratio of 
ele'I 

hslf of the scrilo or a deflection of one hundred microtriperea, 
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may bo used. 

Frequency se-It was meiYioned prsviousiy that the useful fre.. 

quenoy ranpe of the wcttmetcr vould be united by the reactance of 

the series roistor in the conter conductor of the coaxial cabio. 

This reactonce should be one tenth or lcsc the magn.tude of the re- 

sistance for proper operation. 

The actual detector circuit, consistin; of the 1N34 crystals 

and associated filter, should present a híh impedance compared to 
the circuit across v;hioh it Is piacei. For eny fixed value of capa.. 

citor, C, this fact will tend to place s lo frequency unit ori the 

useful range of the 'vattmoter, 

POSiBILITIZS FOR FUTUK P7iLO NT 

The radio frequency attetcr that has been de&crihod apparently 

is a more versatile instrument for measuring radio frequency power 

than most of those no' available. It ili irnicate power directly 

and accurately oven though the load inpedanoe may vary over wide 

hits. Aleo, it uili iridicato poer correctly when the oíìrrior is 

modulated vIth an audio iìal. 
The expornientai wattme ter herein described was constructed 

for the cle mrpose cf demonstrating the possibility of measuring 

power by the method set forth under the theoretical diSous0fl0 

No attempt vas made to construct an inatrent that would be immediate- 

ly practical for a coriere±al application, However, it should be 
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poeible, with some rvision o construct a wattor oeraing 

on this prinoiple for aL'ot any application at broadcast Ire- 

quencis. 

The range of the instrtont could be extended to ìcastn'e a 

ider rance of por by proper lection of circuit constants and 

by cans of potentioinetor in the thermocouple circuit. 

Thu overall accuracy of the in3traent could undoubtedly be 

irproved by obtaining therm000uplc that more nearly follov a 

8quare law and by ear3full.y matohin the to therriiocoupls used. 

More refined aithod for constructing tìs series resistor would 

probably make it poible to reduce the reactance of this resistor 

below obtained experLuntal 

Although the experimental wattmeter as constructed for use 

with a coaxial cable, the principle could be applied to an open 

'wire line az ;ell. 
T:i; principle for suring poer might 'vell b applied to 

studios involving dielectric or induction heating applications 

iro it is desired to measure th3 power delivered to the load when 

the load impedance may change approiablr during the heating cyoie. 
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C ONCLUS IONS 

A method for tho construction of direct red5n radio fre- 

quency wttrreter haß hoen cr1bod that operates on the principle 

that the poer delivered to a load over a tranmiasion lIne i the 

difference belween the powor conthined in the incident traveling 

and the reflected traveling nvo. 

This natrurnent will corrcotly indicate power rogardlos of 

the isgnitude of the load impedanoc over a wide range of load impad.- 

anoec. Also, poor nay be meas'red even though modulation is present, 

1perIviental evidence la precented indIcating the accuracy te be ex 

pactad frow the instrument zith tho conditions cpecified, 

Some of the factors that linit the accuracy and range of the 

experimental wattrneter are discuased eo that the$e factorß riry be 

giren particuler attentiou in th3 deii of a tiattmeter of this 

type for any specific application0 

The possiblitios for futu2e dovelopent of this wattheter are 

discussed, and it is pointed out that the inctrent uould b parti- 

cularly convenient for applieatIor. In which the load !inpedance varios 

duinj the period when iieosuronents are being uade. 
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RADIO FRLQTJENCY wATTM:TR 

DATA FOR CALIBRATION CURVES 

FR1QUENCY - 2MO 

Figure 12- ZL 49 /1l.8° 

Applied \Toltege Calculated Power Saale lieading 

(volts) (watts) (riicroampere) 

40.5 32.8 185 

35.5 25.2 144 

30.0 18.0 9 

23.0 10.6 58 

14.8 4.4 20 

12.5 3.1 12 

FIgure 13 L - /-23.8° 

44.0 34.8 184 

38.0 24. 140 
32.0 17.7 100 

25.0 10.8 59 

15.0 3.9 18 

12.6 2.7 10 

Figure 14 - 60.5 /46° 

54.5 34.2 180 
48.0 26.6 142 

40.0 1E3.4 102 
31.5 11.4 60 

19.5 4.4 20 

14.5 2.4 10 

Figure 15 ZL= 164 

75.0 34.4 178 
66.0 26.6 142 

1') 

43.0 11.3 62 

25.3 3.9 18 

17.4 1.8 7 
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RADIO FRQtflNCY WATTMTfR 

DATA FOR CALIRAT ION CURVES 

FREQIThNCY - 2MC 

Figure 16 - - 172 ¿_ia.c° 

Applied Voltage Caloulated Power Scalo Reading 

(volte) (watts) (rnioroaiperes) 

78.5 34,2 178 

68.0 255 140 

57.5 18.3 102 

44.0 10.7 58 

27.2 4.1 20 

1) 2,0 8 

Figuro 17 - 19.8 L-35.4° 

30.5 38.5 180 

27.8 32.0 162 

25.5 26.8 142 

23.4 22.7 120 

21.0 18.3 100 

16.8 11.6 60 

10.5 4.4 20 

7.0 2.0 6 

Figure 18 - - 175 /+20.1° 

78.0 32.6 173 

69.0 25.4 141 

57.0 17.5 99 

46,0 11.3 62 

27.4 4.0 20 

17.6 1.7 7 

Figure 19 ZL 81.7 / 59.7° 

73.0 33.0 180 

63.0 24.6 140 

53.0 17,4 100 

41.0 10.4 62 

25.0 3.9 20 

16.7 1.7 7 
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RADIO FRQUINCY WATTMBTFJR 

DATA FOR CALIBRATION CURVIS 

FR2 QUENCY - 2MC 

Figure 20 - ZL 24.8 
/53,50 

3pplied Volte,o Caloulated Power Scale Reading 
(volts) (watts) (mioroamperes) 

34.0 27.8 140 
28.0 18.8 101 

21.4 11.0 60 

17.5 7.4 40 
U.S 3.3 16 

9.0 1.9 8 

i?igure 21 - ZL 15.5 /+56.8 

24.5 21.0 99 

18.5 12.0 61 

11.4 4.6 22 

7.6 2.0 8 
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RADIO FR1QUNGY WATTliET3R 

DATA FOR MODULATION TEST 

Figure 22 
60.5 1+46° 

Carrier Frequency 2 megaoy'clos 

iodu1ating Frequency - 400 oyclea 

Initial sole deflection 80 mioroen.peros 

Per cent Carrier Scale Indicatcd Theoretical 
odulation Voltage Reading Power Power 

0 36 80 15.0 15.0 

40 36 86 16.0 16.2 

50 36 92 17.0 16.9 
60 36 97 l78 17.7 

70 36 101 18.5 18.7 
80 36 110 20.4 19.8 

90 36 118 21.8 21.1 

100 36 132 24.4 22.6 

Initial scalo deflection - 100 Tnicroamperes 

0 39 100 18.0 13.0 
40 39 107 19.6 19.5 
50 39 110 20.0 20.3 
60 39 118 21.8 21.3 
70 3 126 25.2 22.4 
80 39 133 24.5 23.8 
90 39 144 26.8 25.3 

100 39 155 29.0 27.0 
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RADIO FRQtrENCY WATTMETER 

T)AT FOR MODULATION TBST 

Figure 23 
ZL 60.5 /6° 

Carriur Frequency - rmegacyoioe 
Modulating Yrequency - 4000 cycles 

Initial aole deflection 80 microaiperes 

Per cent Carrier Scale IndIcated Theoretical 
Modulation Voltage Reading Power Power 

0 36 80 15.0 15.0 
40 36 87 16.0 16.2 
50 36 91 17.0 16.9 
60 36 98 17.9 17.7 
70 36 106 19.8 18.7 
80 36 113 21.0 19.8 
90 36 122 22.8 21.1 

100 33 133 24.5 22.6 

Initial scale deflection - 100 miaroempere 

0 39 100 18.0 18.0 
40 39 108 19.6 19.5 
50 39 114 21.0 20.5 
60 39 119 21.8 21.3 
70 39 125 23.0 22.4 
80 39 135 25,0 23.8 
90 39 144 26.8 25.3 

100 39 155 29.0 27.0 



CALCULATED DATA 

EFFECT OF DF4VIATL)N OF TffrRMOCOUPLE EXFOTPNT 

FROM A TRUE SQUARE LAW 

ON THE READING OF TIlE RADIO QIJENCY ÂTThÍTER 

Figure 24 

Sttndiug wave ratio = i 

V i.87 

i i. i 

2 4 3.66 
4 16 i34 
G 36 28.7 
B 64 49 

io ìoo 75 

Standing wave rai4o = 2 

:L r I v V87us V89 

4 1.3 i4.32 11.76 
f3 2 32 25 
8 2.61 56.8 42.6 

10 3.33 88.9 65.7 

Standing wave ratio 3 

4 2 12 9,7 
G 3 25 20,7 
F3 4 48 34.2 

10 5 75 54 
12 6 108 75.5 

Standing wave ratio 4 

4 2.4 10.25 8.16 
o 4.8 41 29.5 

12 7.2 92.7 63,5 
14 8.4 126 93 



CALCULAT DATA 

EFFECT OF DEVIATION OF TIIMOCOUPLE EXPONENT 

FR( A TRUE SQUARE LAW 

ON THE READING OF THE RADIO FREQUENCY WATTMETER 

Figure 24 

Standing wave ratio - 6 

V, V .2 2 
y V 1,87 l89 

4 2.9 7.6 5.9 
ti 

A 7 J.*.0 

10 7,1 49.5 34 

15 101 111 70 



RADIO FREQUENCY T(ATTMET R 

CALCULATED DATA 

MCIMUM ALLO'VABL D: FLEC T ION 

AS A FUNCTIOI 0F 

STANDING WAVJ RATIO 

Figuro 26 

Maximtn defleetion 327 -327(! - ) miorocznpere 

8WR Def1eotio(uarnps) 

1 327 

1.5 314 
2 291.4 
2.5 267 

3 246.2 
3.5 226 
4 209 
4.5 194 
5 182 
5.5 170 
6 160 
7 143 
8 129 

9 118 
10 108 
12 93 
14 81 

16 73 
18 65 

20 59 

25 48 
30 41 


